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SIGNET RINGS :

Perceived bourgeois all these
years, signet rings is a power
symbol. However this trend
has crept in to everyday wear.
Signet rings are worn now by
women, paired with office and
everyday wear.

WHAT'S

TRENDING
CHAINS:

HEAVY
PENDANTS:

More is More ,
when it comes
to chains now.
Multiple levels of
chains are really
good with both
casual and office
wear.

ZODIAC :

Zodiac chains and rings have become very
popular. You can pair this with everyday
casual wear.

The pendants
have become
bolder and
bigger. This can
be paired with a
traditional looks.
Pair with solid
colour sarees.
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LOOK BOOK

FASHION
TRENDS

DENIM

Old is new again,
Denim is back.
Denim tops and
pants never go out
of style for that
chic look.

NEON

Neon is back on the
top of the fashion
charts this months.
This unique
colours make you
stand out in a
crowd.

CROP TOP

The crop top, has got
a traditional Indian twist.
It is now paired with the
lehenga, giving it a Indo
western look. The lehenga
is an amazing look for
any party or function.
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SILK
SAREES

The traditional
silk saree is
always a must
have for the
traditional
ceremonies.
It provides
that touch of
elegance to the
look.

FEBRUARY
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RECIPES

W O M E N S
INGREDIENTS:
Paneer: 200 gms
Chilli powder: 1 tsp
Ginger garlic paste: 1/2 tsp
Pepper powder: 2 tsp
Salt to taste
Lemon juice: tsp
Corn flour: 1/4th cup
Maida: 2 tbsp
Bread crumbs: as required
Oil

V. GOMATHY
Dietitian,
Frontier Lifeline
Hospital

D A Y

S P E C I A L

SPINACH SOUP
(FIBRE RICH)
Ingredients
Spinach: 1 bunch
Garlic: 3 cloves
Maida: 1 tsp
Butter: 2 tsp
Milk: 100 ml
Pepper: to taste
Salt : to taste

Method
IBlanch the spinach leaves in hot water
for 1 minute then rinse it in cold water.
ISqueeze the excess water and grind it
to a fine paste.
IKeep a deep bottom pan in the stove
,add butter .
IOnce the butter is melted , add chopped
garlic .
ISaute till golden brown.
IMix in the refined flour ,spinach puree
and milk.
IMix well and add little water if
required.
IAdd salt and crushed pepper as per
taste.
IServe hot.
INutritional facts
ISpinach
ISpinach is chock full of fibre.
ISpinach is rich in carotenoids which
helps prevent cancer.
ISpinach controls diabetes and blood
pressure.
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STRAWBERRY
YOGURT
(PROTEIN RICH)
Ingredients
Fresh strawberries: 100 gms
Hung curd: 1 cup
Sugar: 4 – 5 teaspoons
Saffron: 2-3 strands

RAGI ADAI
(CALCIUM RICH)
Ingredients
Ragi flour: 3 cups
Drumstick leaves: ½ bunch
Onions: 1 (medium size)

IAdd strawberries , mix well , add saffron .
IRefrigerate for 1 hour and serve chill.

Nutrional
facts
IStrawberries are rich
in anti oxidents.
IYogurt is a good
source of protein.

IAdd chopped onions, green chillies and drumstick leaves.
ISaute it well and transfer it to a deep bottom bowl.

Ginger: 1 tsp grated

IMix them together by adding little water until it becomes a soft dough.

Roasted groundnut: 25
gms(crushed)

IIn a bowl add the curd and sugar mix well to a smooth
paste.

IKeep a pan in the stove and pour 3 tsp of oil.

INow add ragi flour, ginger, crushed groundnuts and salt.

Salt: to taste

IChop 50 grams of strawbeeries and crush balance to
smooth puree.

Method

Green chillies: 3 nos

Oil: as required

Method

IKeep a tawa or pan on the stove
IDivide the dough into 6 – 7 equal portions and roll them into a round shape.
IKeep the gas in sim and cook both sides until it cooks completely.
INutritional facts
IRagi is high in calcium and protein.
IIt helps in weight loss.
IDrumstick leaves are rich in iron and vitamin c.
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TRADITION

BHARAT
INSURANCE
BUILDING
– KARDYL
BUILDING
B

harat Insurance building is a
heritage building in Chennai India.
Located on the arterial Anna Salai, it
was built in 1897. Originally known
as Kardyl building, the building is an example
of the Indo - Saracenic architecture, a hybrid
of Muslim design with Indian materials.
The Madras High Court has paused
demolition of the building following a
petition from heritage lovers.
This Kardyl building owes its origin to
W.E.Smith, a pharmacist who landed in
Chennai in 1868. He went to Ooty in the
Nilgiri Hills and opened a pharmacy.
Encouraged by the success of the Ooty
shop and other branches, he was keen to
set up an outlet in Chennai (Madras). Smith
engaged in wholesale and manufacturing
of drugs , aerated water, sale of surgical
instruments, as well as serving as opticians.
With prompt and dedicated services, his
business expanded beyond his expectations.
His business grew soo large that it needed
more space for keeping stocks etc. W.E.Smith
was India’s leading pharmacist.
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Kardyl building was inaugurated on
1897 and it took three years to complete it.
Smith was doing business under the name
of ‘W.E.Smith & Co ltd’.
Kardyl building is triangular in shape. It
has a unique structure where one sees a
blend of Indo Saracenic, Moghul looks, along
with unique classicalstyles of Ottoman
Hindu and European.
The architect J.H.Stepens of the P.W.D
Madras had extraordinary imagination. It
is an infusion of many and varied designs
on one building, which is odd. It was tagged
as palatial. The company’s showroom itself
measured 60 ft by 40 ft.
No visitor to the heart of Mount road
Chennai can miss the striking feature of
Kardyl building . With its stained glass
domes, spires, 100 feet minarets, nice
impressive arches, and long verandahs, it
is (for better air circulation) blended into a
unique style of fantasy.
The building had rooms for doctors and
dentists on its first floor facing Mount Road,
and for its European assistants facing

GEETHA
GANGADARAN

General Patters Road. Also once in this
building , there was a café and a bar.
Smith’s aerated water factory was at the
back of the compound.
Once a lively Commercial Centre
, it started to deteriorate due to poor
maintenance.
The ownership changed several times
before it came under the possession of
the Life Insurance Corporation of India
in 1956.
In 1998, tenants were asked to vacate
the premises due to a weakness in the
structure. LIC planned to demolish the
building in 2006.
The Madras High Court orders a stay
it after the India National Trust and
Architectural and Cultural Heritage
(INTACH) filed in a public litigation.
INTACH received an interim order to
preserve the building.
The Madras High Court in a landmark
judgement in 2010 , included the building
in a set of 400 plus heritage structures
that could not be demolished.
Sadly, this fine building has become
extremely dilapidated . Although it has
been saved from the wrecker’s ball,
much of its roof has collapsed. There
have been numerous plans to preserve
it, however this will take plenty of time
and money to restore it to its former
glory.
In many ways this building can be
compared to the Victoria (Chatrapati)
Sivaji Terminus of Mumbai. This
terminus represents a medley of styles
and a profusion of ornamentation. It has
not only been preserved but has made it
to the World Heritage list.
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WOMEN &

WEIGHT
W

omen and weight are two of the most talked
about topics everyday and everywhere. The
stigma about being fat is very real and at
some point in their life, most women get
criticized about their weight. With the bombardment of
information available on the media, many get confused
on what to follow and how to lose their weight safely and
naturally. The sad truth is many of the women follow the
wrong advice and end up having various health issues .
Some weight loss practices can be so harmful that it might
result in death. Hence, it is very important for women to be
aware and follow advice given only by reputed practitioners
and understand the science to lose weight safely.
Here are some of my top tips to shed those extra kilos
naturally:
A balanced meal plate – The next time you reach for a
plate and pile up food on it, ensure that you fill the plate
with 50% of coloured vegetables, 30% of protein ( meat, eggs,
soya, tofu, tempeh or lentils are some great options) and the
remaining 20 % will make up the carbohydrate component
( whole grains, rice, bread , pasta, etc). The fibre content in
the vegetables and high protein content in your meals will
help keep you satiated for longer.
Eat slowly – Take at least 15 to 20 minutes to finish your
meal plate and chew your food well. Chewing food well
does not only help to speed up the rate of digestion but
also allows enough time for the stomach to signal the brain
to stop eating when you around 75- 80 % full. Hence, this
prevents overeating and aids in weight loss.
Snack smart- The danger for most of the women ,when
they are trying to lose weight is their snack time. The snack
time is the ‘problematic’ period when we don’t think too
much and tend to grab whatever we get our hands on to
satisfy our hunger pangs. So, picking nutritious and filling
snacks are very important in your weight loss journey.
Some low calorie and healthy snack options would be home
made popcorn, roasted makhanas, homemade sprouted
bhel, low fat yogurt with a fruit and vegetable sticks with
a spoon of nut butter or hummus.
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Practice portion control – You
might be wondering why you are
not losing weight despite eating a
clean diet and the answer to that
lies in the portion size that you
are taking . For example, dry fruits
and nuts are good for health but
when taken in large amounts, they
are calorie dense thus contribute
to weight gain. Hence, be aware
of how much you are eating and
practice good portion control to
avoid unwanted weight gain.
Add strength training to your
workout routine- One of the first
things we do once we decide to
lose weight is to start walking or

SHINY
SURENDRAN

Sports dietitian, preventive
health nutritionist
Chennai .
Instagram : @shinysurendran

jogging. That is a great thing to increase
your level of activity on a daily basis
but nothing beats adding a day or two
of strength training to your workout
routine. Weight training helps increase
the amount of lean muscle mass in our
body which is much more compact and
lighter when compared to fat mass.
Eventually, as your lean muscle mass
increases, it helps burn more calories
at a higher rate and for longer. With
the availability of portable fitness
equipments, nowadays home workouts
can be equally as effective as the ones

you do in gym. So indulge in weight
training anywhere you are comfortable
with the guidance of a proper trainer.
Manage stress – Many might not be
aware but stress can be a major cause
of weight gain. It is scientifically proven
that stress levels lead to an increase
in appetite and food cravings. Hence,
they mostly end up choosing junk
and sugary foods to alleviate their
stress and lift their moods. Try yoga,
breathing exercises, get some fresh
air or even hang out with a friend to
efficiently manage your stress levels.

Sleep well at night – Importance
of sleep for weight loss is drastically
undermined . You will be shocked to
see your extra kilos melt away when
you start sleeping well for at least
6 to 8 hours every night. Research
suggests that lack of sleep or poor
sleep quality (when you wake up
multiple times at night) slows down
the body’s metabolism and functions of
hormones that are important for weight
loss. Similar to stress, poor sleep leads
to an increased tendency to binge eat
unhealthy foods which ultimately work
against your efforts to lose weight.
Start implementing the above tips
in your daily routine consistently and
within a few weeks, you will be able
to see a good change in your weight
and overall quality of life. The most
important fact is that the above tips are
sustainable for life. The aim should be
to keep the weight off forever. Here’s
to leading a happier and healthier lif
naturally ... Cheers!
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WOMEN’S DAY
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“

If you want something said, ask
a man; if you want something
done, ask a woman.” Margaret
Thatcher.
March 8th is celebrated globally as
International Women’s day.So what
does this day signify?
Inter nat ional Women’s day
celebrates the social, economic,
cultural and political achievements
of women. It also a day where an
awareness is created for gender
equality in all spheres.
The origins of this day can be seen
as early as 1908. In the United States,
women revolted against inequality
and oppression. This revolt saw 15,000
women march , demanding their
freedom in New York City. In 1910,Clara
Zetkin of Germany , proposed a plan to
celebrate International Women’s every
year internationally.
This celebration was adopted by
the United Nations much later in 1975.
However, during those intervening
years, Europe saw many women unions
taking a stance against oppressive
working practices.
In earlier years, women , have been
solely delegated to running a home.
Many dreams have come to nothing ,
because of societal pressure, however
women have crossed them all .
Today’s women are not only
competent at home, but care able to
make their mark in their chosen fields
as well . We also see women in areas
that was considered predominately
male. We now have women heading
companies or even in politics. Women
Presidents are taking charge all over
the world.
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Indra Nooyi,Vani Kola, Leen Nair, are a
a great source of inspiration to young girls
, who strive to become the next business
woman or CEO of a company.
In the United States, the month of
March is considered to be Women’s history
month. There are many organisations , all
over the world who are working tirelessly
for equal rights for women. It can be said
there is a complete shift in the attitude
towards women’s rights.
However, despite such milestones, equal
wages and work place representation are
still low globally. Education for women has
to become a priority. All companies must
work together to make the workspace safe
for women. Awareness programmes must
be instituted, from the school level to make
people more sensitive to women’s issues.
As we celebrate women’s day , we will
have to look back and admire those women
, who have made us proud.
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E=MC^2
While there is a high level of unrest
and uncertainty towards the bombing
between nations, in the world right now,
it is time to remember the person who
invented the atomic bombs.

H

owever the atomic bomb was not invented
for this purpose. It is supposed to be
Albert Einstein’s constructive discovery
to mankind but now, it is against nations.
Einstein was never proud of this invention of his,
when it came into existence just before World War
2. To save himself from the feeling of guilt he spoke
against the use of atomic weapons from the year 1940.
Around this time, he started to wear two hats one as
a scientist and one as an activist.
For some reasons his role of activists never came
into the limelight. He not only fought for the right
usage of atomic bombs ,he also spoke against racism.
He denied the offer to become the President of Israel,
however he became the member of the National
Association for the Advancement for the Colored
People (NAACP), instead.
During his declining years, Einstein rarely accepted
honorary degrees from universities due to his health
condition. However, he accepted one such invite from
Lincoln University and delivered a historic speech to
bring social justice to black Americans.
Einstein in his speech roared “There is a separation
of colored people from White people in the United
States. The separation is not the disease of colored

people. It is a disease of white people.”.
The mainstream media never brought this speech
of Albert Einstein into the limelight and it was only
celebrated by the activists.
Another unknown fact about Albert Einstein is
his love for music. he ensured music followed him,
wherever he went. He possessed a violin and went
on to name it Lina.
In an evening post interview, receiving his Noble
award ,he mentioned that had he not been a scientist
he would have been a musician.
His second wife Elsa once said that “I fell in love
with him, not for his knowledge in science but the
way he played Mozart in his violin, Lina.”
In physics E=MC^2 equation by Albert Einstein
means “Energy equals mass times the speed of light
squared.” I am sure if his E=MC^2 can be applied not
only in physics also in our day-to-day life, by equating
our E(Energy) towards M (Mass wellbeing) * C (with
the speed of positive light), we will be able to bring
social harmony and live eternally, just like Sir Albert
Einstein.
Undoubtedly, Albert Einstein is one of the best
scientists of all time. March 14th 2022 marks Albert
Einstein’s 143 birth anniversary.

KAMALESH SUBRAMANIAN
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FRUIT OF THE MONTH

A WONDER FRUIT
T
he luscious tomato, contains
loads of nutrients and minerals
for the body. It is usually
classified under vegetablesled,
but in fact it is a fruit.
Tomatoes are full of antioxidants
, primary among which is Lycopene.
Lycopene is a rich source of Vitamin C.It
contains 28% Vitamin C. It also contains
Beta Carotene, the mineral that gives the
tomato its rich red colour, converts to
Vitamin A in the body.
Tomatoes contain little to no fat (
about 0.2grams). The lycopene and the
potassium in the fruit, has also been
proved to reduce heart problems.
The phytonutrients and the
Vitamin A also help avoid
macular degeneration , ie
blindness due to age. It
contains tutein and
zeaxanthin , which
help keep the eyes
sharp.
R e s ea r c h
has been done
, which prove
that Tomaotoes
may help w it h
those suffering with
diabetes.It helps reduce
the oxidative stress in the
body.They also help reduce
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any form of inflammation.
Calcium is a very important for
women. As women age, the level of
calcium deteriorates. The tomato
contains calcium , that will help keep the
bones strong. Further, it also contains
fibre , which aids digestion. It also helps
those suffering from constipation as
well.
Tomato is a common ingredient in
skin care as well. The Vitamin C , that
is present in the fruit, helps boost the

collagen in the skin. It also helps reduce
the oiliness in the skin, so for those with
an acne prone skin, this an effective
remedy. It further helps tighten pores
as well.
You don’t need a sunscreen when
you have tomatoes.The lycopene in
tomatoes, acts as a natural UV filter. It
can be used for those suffering from
sunburns as well. Just apply over the
sunburnt area and leave on and wash off
for a soothing feeling. Rich in vitamins C,
E and beta carotene, tomatoes even out
skin tone as well.
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IS YOUR GUT
IMPACTING
YOUR MENTAL
HEALTH?
G

UT health is a common topic discussed in recent days. People have started to
focus more on gut health. This can be attributed to the discussion in the digital
world. Digestion is quite a long process. It begins as soon as we start looking at
the food. Once the brain starts giving the signal, saliva starts secreting and the
process goes on. Recently heard a story from my friends the subject.
He had a great time, eating at a young age, trying different types of cuisine. Those
times he never bothered about calories or protecting his gut from bacteria. He didn’t
even know about them.
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In recent days, after
eating deep-fried foods
or after a late-night
dinner he feels a twinge
of discomfort. The heavy
while walking and the
burning sensation in the
intestine is a very common
occurrence .Even at times
he was severe headaches.
One day while searching
for something on Google
he came across the word
“GUT”, which made him
associate his symptoms
. While searching, one
line stood out which said
, when you feel anxious,
if something goes wrong
or there is fear, you may
experience stomach pain,
irritable sensation, and
so on. It is known as a
gut feeling. Thats when
I realized what we eat is
connected to our mental
stress.
As a normal person, he
started discussing this
with others around him.
There was however some
confusion , with different
opinion, suggestions, and
more advice, pushing
him into more stress.
He decided to make his
meal plan again with
the help of Google. First,
he wrote a daily plan .
He was confused again,
looking at quality there is
no sufficient quantity. If a
protein plan is not able to
meet fibre requirements,
he had to change it again.
Unfortunately , a weekend
party with friends, created
more problems.
The Next day dawned
with morning sickness,
discomfort, headache, and
his stress level started
increasing.He thought
of something that he
came across in Google.

He remembered quotes by Mrs.Natalie
Hodson who said “diet is not what you
eat, it is all about what you listen to, what
you watch, what you read, and whom you
hang around with”.
Following day he had only 3 Idlies
with coconut chutney which made him
so stressed thinking about carbs, fats.Due
to stress levels, the gut was affected again.
Next, he decided the only way is to plan
physical activities to make him relax, an
activity which helps the gut get rid of
unwanted bacteria.
Some bacteria are needed for a healthy
gut. Here I have an example .., Probiotic
foods can restore normal microbial
balance and have a big role in preventing
anxiety and stress (Google help ☺).
He started going to the gym which
I thought was a new solution to have a
clear gut and relax from mental stress.
Along with physical exercise, they gave
him a diet plan.
He decided to visit a psychiatrist
to control his mental stress. He had

an appointment with the doctor, who
suggested medications to control his
mental stress and anxiety.
this was however not the correct move
. The medications resulted in side effects,
which in turn more of acid secretion.
Finally, the decision he took was quite
acceptable . He visited a nutritionist who
was a gave in detail what he can and
can’t eat. The nutritionist asked a simple
question Being a south Indian do you
think that your gut cannot digest just 3
Idlis?This made him think . She said “we
should be mindful what you put inside
your body emotionally, spiritually and
physically “ . They ’ are connected with

your gut and at the same time age, lifestyle
modifications, your health complications
are all connected . She drew up a simple
and tasteful meal plan. It was a completely
balanced diet, which included yummy
soymilk, greens, nuts, broccoli, probiotic
foods, cereals, pulses, and millets. He was
asked to avoid citrus fruits.
He is now comfortable and feels
healthy. His mind is relaxed. He is
attending parties, but moderating what
he eats.
Is the Gut impacting my mental stress?
Definitely yes but “life as per thoughts”,
shape your thoughts, shape your life.
Trust your gut and it never lies.
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TRAVEL

TRAVEL : THE HAPPIEST PLACE
ON EARTH : DISNEYLAND
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C

alled the happiest place on the planet, Disney
is is a one stop destination for kids and adults
alike.
A trip to Disneyland was a dream come
true for me. The barrage of toys , the many food stands
serving sugary treats, and the life-size version of my
favourite cartoons was a dream come true.
As I entered paradise, I was flummoxed, where to
start was the biggest question. The fist thing I saw ,was
a beautiful woman dressed in ornate gold. She was in
the disguise of legendary beauty queen Cleopatra, as
she welcomed guests into the theme park.
What drew my attention first, was the enormous
castle of Mickey and Minnie Mouse. I am an adult sure,
but seeing that piece of my childhood there, I was no
better an 2 year old waving a princess wand.
Next was the water ride , as we got into the boat, I
had my camera at the ready, ready to take a million
pictures. As we went deeper and deeper into the cave,
I forgot to take pictures. Even interesting scene from
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one of my favourite movie Pirates of
the Caribbean was re-created.
Next we saw King Kong, which
made a sudden appearance, which
almost stopped my heartbeat for
a second. The room was filled
with sudden shouts of fear and all
the people looking startled at the
appearance of this massive beast.
There were many more such rides
and adventures
As the day progressed , I grew
more and more excited , aided by all
the sugary drinks and foods I ate.
The tour ended at the recreation
of Jurassic Park , where large
intimidating dinosaurs stood.
This was an amazing experience
that will live forever in my mind . As
they say Disneyland is without doubt
the happiest place on Earth.
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A BIG HURDLE FOR
A BEAUTIFUL SMILE?

DR. K R ANANTHI
Clinical Director
Ananthi’s Dental
Clinic & Implant
Centre, Adyar

S

mile mirrors our person. A dazzling and
beautiful smile is more than a method of
communication and a means of socialization.
Harmony of smile depends on the color of
both teeth and gingiva.
A healthy coral pink gum helps accentuate
your smile and improve your overall personality.
Hyperpigmentation can also be an aesthetic issue,
especially when it gets diffused in the anterior labial
gingival.
AREAS OF HYPERPIGMENTATION IN THE ORAL
CAVITY
Hyperpigmentation becomes an aesthetic problem
when it diffuses on the gingiva, palate, labial mucosa
and ventral surface of the tongue or floor of the
mouth.

CLINICAL PRESENTATION
Discoloration of gums varies from light to dark brown
or may present as black patches/bands. The skin
tone,texture and colour differ among various races
and ethnic groups.
Clinically ,it can range from just a physiological
change to oral manifestations of systemic diseases
and malignancies. It can also be an indication of any
other serious disease.
The colour of our Skin/lips is due to pigmentation.
However, gingival melanin pigmentation is not
always beautiful, particularly if it is on the facial
aspect of gingival. It is visible during speech and
smile (gummy smile).
CAUSES
Internal causes of pigmentation (Endogenous)
It can be due to the presence of Melanin,
Haemoglobin, Carotene and Haemosiderin.
External causes pigmentation ( exogenous)
It can be due to the deposition of Amalgam,
Graphite, Lead etc.
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Drug related pigmentation
It can be due to the long-term use
of medicines, such as Antimalarial/
antimicrobial (minocycline) drugs,
Chlorpromazine, oral contraceptives
etc.
Pigmentation associated with
Syndromes
Peutz-Jeghers Syndrome (PJS) is an
autosomal dominant genetic disorder
Characterized by the development
of benign Hamartomatous polyps in
the gastrointestinal tract and hyper
pigmented maclues on the lips and
oral mucosa.
Addison’s disease is a long-term
endocrine disorder, in which the

adrenal glands do not produce enough
steroid hormones and result in
darkening of skin.
Disease associated with pigmentation
Human Immunodeficiency virus
(HIV), Thalassemmia, Tuberculosis,
Candidiasis etc. are some of the diseases
that are associated with pigmentation.
TREATMENT OPTIONS
Various treatment modalities are
available, such as surgical blade
technique, cryosurgery, electro surgery,
free gingival grafts and laser therapy.
DEPIGMENTATION OF THE GINGIVA
It is the removal or excision of

gingival melanin hyperpigmentation
in the gingival.
Nowadays, laser therapy has become
n excellent painless, bloodless and less
time-consuming procedure for treating
hyper pigmented gingival, but this
requires sophisticated equipments.
Everyone wants a beautiful smile; so
visit a Dentist to preserve your beautiful
smile.
Though the treatment for black
gum is a simple procedure, it depends
on individual preferences, patient’s
affordability and clinical experiences.
So do not worry about black gums;
go for appropriate intervention without
further delay.
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SRI VALEESWARAR TEMPLE
AT MYLAPORE , CHENNAI
[“Namashivaya “. Long live this auspicious name of
Lord Shiva;
Long livet he Lotus Feet of the Lord of the Universe ;
Long live His auspicious Feet which dwell in my
heart for ever ….”]
If our Chennai City has been eulogized as “ ”hundreds
of years ago, it is because of the innumerable places of
worship that exist in this metropolis .
Saivam has some unique classifications of temple
worship of Siva like the Saptha vidanga kshetras ,
saptha sthana kshetras etc.
Just like the Saptha Sthaana worship of
Thiruvaiyaru, Thirupazhanam, Thiruchotruthurai,
Thiruvedhikudi, Thirukkandiyur, Thirupoonthuruthi
and Thiruneithanam, the Mylapore Saptha Sthaana
Shiva worship includes (1) Sri Karaneeswarar Temple,
(2) Sri Theerthapaleeswarar Temple, (3) Sri Velleeswarar
Temple, (4) Sri Virupaksheeswarar Temple, (5) Sri
Valeeswarar Temple, (6) Sri Malleeswarar Temple and
(7) Sri Kapaleeswarar Temple, in that order.
It is believed that this combination of the seven
temple worship as given to us by the Siddhas, will
multiply the resulting blessings many times over. It is
interesting to note that when the great young devotee
Thiru Gnana Sambandhar visited Mylapore, he followed
the pattern and offered worship at all seven temples.
Darshan of all the 7 saptha sthana kshetras in one
day is believed to be more purposeful and fulfilling .

Location
The Sri Valeeswarar temple located in one of the
by-lanes in the heart of Mylapore may be smaller in
size but is as powerful,popular and ancient as the Sri
kapaleeshwarar temple.
This temple is located in one of the by-lanes of
Mylapore very near Sri Karaneeswarar temple . .
Estimated it to be almost 3000 years old, this cute
little temple houses the majestic Linga Roopa of Lord
Shiva with the holy name “ Sri Valeeswarar “. The very
name meaning “one worshipped by Vali” indicates the
antiquity of the kshetra . Yes !
This Linga roopa is said to have been worshipped
by Vali , the Monkey king of the Ramayana days .
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Shiva the karuna murthy
Thiru Manikkavachakar eulogized in one of the
nectar laden lines of his Thiruvasagam …
“yaanunai th …….”
meaning “I have followed you from one kshetra to
another an I have been successful in holding on to
Lotus feet tightly..”
With Sri valleeswara one can say it is the reverse.It
is He who mesmerises and hypnotizes the visitors to
this temple . He magnetizes them to be transformed
to staunch bhaktas who want spend their life in
total sharanagathi to Sri Perianayagi Sametha Sri
Valeeshwara ….khaaya , vaachaa and manasa(in my
thought and word).Such is the power of this kshetra .
It is one of the saptha sthana kshetras at Mylapore in
our metro Chennai.
This is the time ...the auspicious time of Maha
Shivaratri ...when you should plan your pilgrimage to
this ancient abode of Lord Siva.

Interestingly there are many Shiva temples for Sri
Valeeswarar in the south of India .
The consort of Lord Siva here is “Sri Periyanayaki”.

The temple Deities and architecture
This temple is spread over an area of about 4
grounds in the heart of the city. The Linga Swaroopa
of Sri Valeeswarar is said to be a Swayambhu. The
alankaras ,aradhana’s, poojas and festivals are all done
strictly according to shiva agama sastra.The comforts
and conveniences to meet the needs of bhakthas of
this era . Use of easy clean tiles in the garbha gruha
along with traditional granites for pathways have been
done with care to retain the sanctity and image of a
kshetra of this antiquity.  
As we enter the outer prakaram, an unusual
Ganesha is seated on an “avudaiyar”in a” thani
sannidhi”. He welcomes us “to this abode of
His “Mata cha Parvati Devi , Pitha Devo Maheswara”.
We then move on to the main sannadhi in
front of which is a small for the parama bhakta, Sri
Nandikeshwara is facing His Lord.
.On either side of this, engraved on the walls are the
panels of Ganesha on one side and a rare Murugan with
a tuft (KUDUMI) on the other ..
We then pass through the small passage to be
immediately magnetized by the jyothi swaroopa of the
Siva linga which radiates to the devotee , the energy
and power it has been accumulating through centuries .
On the right side of the main sanctum sanctorum
is housed the idol of His consort Sri Periyanayaki in a
separate sannadhi . A tall Ambal in standing posture
looks motherly and at the same time as graceful as
a tender young “kalpalathika”...a slender creeper..
granting any wish the bhakta prays for .
In this mukha mandapam there is a big antique bell
whose divine resonance surrounds the neighbourhood
and engulfs the ethos with the nadha of Omkara to
transform it to another Kailasha.
As one goes around in pradakshinam , one has the
dracaena of upa devathas like Lord Anjaneya ,Lord
Ayyappa[ whose shrine is created in the typical Keralite
architecture], Lord Lord Dakshinamurthy, Sri Arunagiri
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nathar ,the Navagrahas and a separate sannadhi for
Lord Saneeswara.
The lovely green of a bush transplanted from the
adjacent Kola vizhi amman temple with the prathishta
of Naga Devathas below ,somehow brings a lot of peace
to the devotees’ mind .
The Panchalinga sanding
A very special sannadhi here is that of Pancha Lingas
ie 5 Lingas clustered in one pedestal. It is believed by to
have been installed with the grace of Siddha purushas
who were closely associated with the legends of this
temple . In fact they say that a a siddha is still seen
here , sitting for days together without food or water,
in deep meditation .
Innumerable pictures of Siddhas are seen on the
walls of this sannadhi.
The miracle of the growing lizard
On the outer wall of Shiva’s sannadhi , sculpture of
a lizard is engraved . It is said to be slowly but steadily
growing in size .Devotees keep measuring the size of
this from time to time and confirm that the stone lizard

is indeed growing !
The holy cowshed and the nandavanam
People believe that the holy cow is the dwelling
place of the 33ooo Devaas. Sri Valeeswarar temple
management pays special attention to this philosophy
and maintains some beautiful cows and their young
ones with great affection and attention. Clean
cowsheds and well fed Gomasthas stand testimony
to this truth .The pure fresh milk from their own cows
is used for the pooja of “abhisheka priya “Mahadeva .
Other than the sthala vruksha ,“Makizham “tree
,there is the holy vanni tree near the Saneeshwarar
sannadhi.
Another notable contribution of the lush green
nandavanam. It not only yields flowers, leaves like ,
vilvam and tulasi leaves , coconuts and bananas are
found here. They are not only used in poojas, but they
help enhance the oxygen content of this busy area .
It is encouraging to note that measures have been
taken to ensure that there is perennial water supply
to support all these kainkaryams.

Festivals
A frequent visitor to this temple and a great
devotee of Sri Valeeswarar , Mrs Seetha Kishore says
that this kshetra temple excels in the beautiful art of
celebrating each and every Hindu festival . It is done
with unbelievable care and grandeur . It the feeling of
that spreads , the sense of divinity , joy , togetherness,
unity , urge for team work and service to reli gion and
humanity , to the entire neighbourhood .
Nithyothsavams , pakshothsavams , masothsavams
and samvatharothavams are celebrated with strict
adherence to agama shasthras and samprayas...be
it the 6 Kala daily poojas,Prodhosams , Pornamis ,
Pongal,MahaShivrathri ,Tamil Newyear,Navratri ,
Deepavali , Sri Kanda shasti , Annabhishekam,Kerthikai
Mahadeepam for the Jyothiswaroopan and Markazhi
Mahothsavams .
A special word of appreciation to the management
who take special efforts to climax many festivities with
very tasty prasadams and annadhanams, prepared
by expert chefs in the temples madapalli(kitchen)...
for don’t they say that “dhanaththil sirandhathu
annadhanam”
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LOCKDOWN
TAMASHA— FROM MY
LOCKDOWN DIARY

W

e once had a short debate on maids
, their contribution to our busy lives
in our girls’ Whatsapp group. The
majority opinion was , we needed
them as much as they needed us. We hire them
because our education can contribute more to our
society. We delegate domestic chores, creating jobs
for many skilled and unskilled workers. Some say
their maids are the lifelines , one they cannot forgo.
I agreed with them only partially.
The alternate view had found equal weight in my
mind. Why should someone walk long distance to
come and do our domestic work?
I understand that it is not practical to be entirely
self-sufficient in a world of interdependency.
Shouldn’t family units hold self-sufficiency in
higher esteem? At least experiment in some ways?
I have often experienced unlimited joy in selfreliance.
Contrary to my stand, I have hired maids most
of my life. However, there have been very long
spells, up to three years when I have not had
maids. These would be the times when I shifted my
home or terminated her services due to excessive
uninformed absence.
After that, I wouldn’t look for another person
immediately. I tried getting used to the household
routine without help. It gave me a sense of
accomplishment, fitness, and a feeling of ‘taking
charge ‘ This took away unwanted shocks,
uncertainties, and disappointments owing to
another’s habitual uninformed absence. I made
conscious choices ,without complaints because I
knew I could comfortably rely on my fixed work
plan. I could go out any time of the day for extended
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periods without worrying about getting back
home in a hurry , just to let someone inside.
It felt like absolute freedom.
The lockdown kept all types of people, social
or not, in house arrest. Although dressing
up for special occasions is much loved, the
uneventful weeks spent in old pyjamas were
comfortable in many ways. The projected

TikTok videos where people yearned to dress
up seemed more of an entertainment. The
mind was busy wandering to every creative
idea and opening out to thoughts, including
the anxious variety ,keeping it alive, with a
sermon to appreciate the present.
The kids, were addressing their own
needs and discovering their unique ways

to equilibrium. I insisted upon a standard
lunchtime but seldom achieved it. They
believed it did not work in our home because
it was not in practice from the start. So I
went down memory lane, scanning the past
to identify where we went wrong. Can we
correct it now? Before mealtimes, I religiously
knocked on the bedroom doors to find out if

they could join us. You guessed it right, my
attempts met with partial success!
They constantly complained that we are
serious type parents and need to be more funloving. To indulge we began to play cards or
watch movies daily. The challenge was with
the preoccupations with gadgets made it most
difficult to find a time suitable for all! .Movies

SUMITRA
KUMAR
with an intricate plot
line, demanding focussed
attention and challenging
c ompr e hen s ion , a r e
what they chose. On one
occasion, we watched
Shutter Island, as it was
midnight when the film
ended, we quickly hit the
sack. The following day
my son said , “you guys
didn’t discuss the movie
after it got over and just
crashed.” He explained
the deeper plot, which
we failed to catch while
watching the film.
On another occasion,
they played nonstop
music and made me
dance, which I did, This
won their appreciation
for my freestyle rhythm.
Despite being selfs u f f i c i e nt , I ad m it
that I had live-in help
throughout the lockdown.
I felt thankful and guilty at
the same time, watching
the rest of the world
saddled with unusual
domestic chores. I also
felt a crucial loss seeing
my family deprived of a
compulsion to participate
in household chores!
During testing times
entire families world
over, plunged into it and
came out with eternal life
lessons in the bargain.
At least, that was the
perception we got from
social media. A once in a
lifetime opportunity that
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BOOK REVIEW
Vani Pradeep’s debut life-transformation book
‘Soul Feeder’ has been crafted by the author with
4 years of research on the life’s wholesomeness.

comes, rarely by choice but accidentally,
leaving everyone enriched! The fact that
bonding happens better through shared
domestic chores is unquestionable.
Doing household chores may be
difficult for the beginners, but it is not
life-threatening like Covid! For me, it’s
certainly therapeutic. Should I be grateful
or complain? I am utterly confused!
If anyone advocates about minimalism,
I would completely agree . Exotic or
straightforward, just one creative dish
a day keeps the mind, body and taste
buds stimulated. It was either my
daughter(mostly her) donning the chef
cap or me on a given day. Sometimes I
would assist her in making gourmet
recipes, and sometimes, she would
ask me to disappear, preferring a solo
culinary expedition. Once in a while, it
has to be that way for us humans!
She had some online exams going on
and wanted to make a particular variety
of cookies as a stress buster. It required
separating the yolks from egg whites
and whisking them independently. She
was doing a skilful job of separation
while breaking the shell itself. But in my
motherly enthusiasm, I gave her an egg
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yolk separator. The untrustworthy yolk
happened to be weak and passed right
through merging with the white. Our
young adult got upset, and I, of course,
made myself invisible!
Later she informed me that she was
disturbed because I told her it was “okay”;
it might not make a big difference to the
final output!! To her, who had researched
the Tiramisu recipe in detail, my “scant
regard” to a crucial non-negotiable
process was unsettling.
The finger-like cookies looked perfect
to my forgiving eyes. However, she
revealed that it was only the base for
the dessert and planned to initiate the
second stage the following day. The
cookies remained unpampered in the
refrigerator for some days.
Tempted,was I to taste it but restrained
myself thinking she would start the
subsequent process soon when her mood
for the exotic returned. After a few days, it
disappeared altogether! “Hmmm, it turned
soggy”, she declared with a sheepish grin
when I asked her . I sensed a dilemma
common to moms: should we offer ideas
on better functionality in any process or
park it as to each their own, learning from

the omnipresent know-all Google and
firsthand experiences. Fortunately, as a
mother, I guess I am not alone.
However, to our delight (my husband
included), we have seen a new side to her
creativity in this period. She is enjoying
endless delicacies day after day! She
ropes in my son too (whom I’ve taught
basic no-frills cooking) to learn a thing or
two in the kitchen. Needless to say, how
that one aspect delights most mothers—
young boys in the kitchen are breaking
gender barriers.
Learning to play card games, dancing
to music, and watching movies of our
kids’ choice enthralled us through the
lockdown. Along with special homemade
wine experimented by my husband to
keep our highs intact. With the onset of
Corona, our past lifestyles have left us
unceremoniously, endless possibilities
are seen in the future . We have learnt to
embrace it optimally and enthusiastically,
accepting the universe would never make
mistakes. It has made lockdown stories
a huge source of entertainment for us . I
am sure every lucky family not affected
by the dreadful virus would have similar
stories to share.

T

he title by itself is very unique and works
on cleansing one’s aura! One of the opening
pages has a special poem dedicated to her
father. This portrays a strong emotional
connect between daughter and father. Kudos on this!
Some of the core chapters have QR codes encrypted
and the reader can watch a brief video about the
author . Videos are available on eminent personalities
like singer Shwetha Mohan as well. This offers an
in-depth connect between the reader and the book.
Soul Feeder revolves around uniting the mind, body
and soul. The book has two phases - one classifying
self-realization concepts and the other elaborating

those systemic detail . It is a must-read book!
There is an immediate connection , that one can
feel while reading the book. This book ,makes one
feel the strong positive vibration and emotional
transformation. Happy reading time…
Author Vani Pradeep is Director (India) for World
Poetry Canada International; International Poet;
Radio host - ‘Soul Shine’ program on Co-Op Radio
100.5 FM, Vancouver; Founder - ‘Bold Inspiring
Stories’ on Facebook.
Book Review By - Dr. Mitthra Suresh, M.D.S,
Associate Professor and Consultant Root Canal
Specialist
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TAROT

SCORPIO

LOOKING FORWARD -

You will have numerous
chances for expansion
in your career this
month. There will be
a increase in income
this month. This is a
good month to invest.
However research the
documents carefully
before taking a decision. This month
will see some major ups and downs in
the relationship front , however this
will resolve itself towards the end of the
month.

MARCH 2022

VIRGO

ARIES

This is the best month
career wise. All your
hard work will bear fruit
this month. There many
be some unexpected
expenses this month,
and this will put a strain
on your finances. So take
care to budget carefully
this month. Relationship
wise there may be
some problems with
your significant other.
Miscommunication must be
avoided. For those who are
single, you may find your
significant other.

CANCER

TAURUS

There may be a lot of
improvements financially
this month. Career wise, this
may be the best month if you
are looking for a new job.
This is not the best month
for investments so caution
is required. Relationship
wise, this is the best
month. Singles will meet
their soulmate.It will be a
great month for those in a
relationship as well.

This month, you will have opportunities in
your career. You will need the courage to
take the first step. This is the best month to
get your dream job. This is a very favourable
month for starting your own business. This
month will see unexpected expenses. So make
it a point to stick to your budget.. This is the
ideal month for relationships. You will spend a
lot of time with your significant other.
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GEMINI

This month a balance is
required between your
professional and personal
life. Take some time off your
busy schedule to spend
some time with the family.
There may be some ups and
downs in your personal life.
This month will also see you

This month will see you
getting frustrated with your co
workers. Things may happen
a bit slow, so be patient. There
may be a huge chance for
expansion in your business.
Take some time to relax this
month with your loved ones.
This month may see you
arguing with your significant
other. However this may
resolve itself towards the end
of the month.

working extra hard in your
professional life. You may
get frustrated, but continue
to work hard and you will
see the fruits of you labours
soon.

LEO

This month will you will have a great time in your
work. Your ideas will be heard and implemented.
You will be tempted to spend this month. You will
also be generous with money. Your professional life
will be a success and those expecting a promotion
this is the best month. There may be some health
related problems this month. This month will not
see any major changes in your personal life.

LIBRA

Job prospects are likely to be
very favourable this month.
However take care not to have
any major disagreements this
month. Relationship wise, this
month can have some ups
and downs.. Your significant
other will be your constant
support this month. This will
be a good month health wise .

SAGITTARIUS

This will be an average month in terms of career. You may find
yourself in a rut, try to make work more interesting. This month will
see employees taking help from superiors. There will be numerous
learning opportunities, which you shouldn’t miss. Relationship
wise, this is the right time for marriage. Spend quality time with
your significant other this month.

CAPRICORN

Love is in the air this month. Singles will
find their soulmate. Spend some quality
time with your friends this month. You will
thrive in your career this month. Make a
plan and stick to it in your professional life.
There may be a chance for international
travel this month. For those looking for a
new job , this may not be the right month.

AQUARIUS

There will
be many
opportunities
career wise.
So asses the
pros and cons
of each while
choosing. This is
the best time for
business owners.
It will be a good
time for career
advancements.
There will be
mutual understanding and trust between
partners this month. There is a possibility
for marriage this month.

PISCES

There may be chances of international
travel. There will be an increase in profits
this month.. Those owning a business
must change strategy for a better profits.
This is the best month for investments.
However check in
detail and choose
the best one. They
may be some
problems in the
relationship front.
Stay calm with your
significant other .
Take care not to lose
your temper during
an argument.
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